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Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator 
Accelerating the adoption of digital technology for safety and risk.

In partnership with

Transforming 
ideas into action.



Safety: a digital future

Some of these challenges, the toughest and most  
complex, call for new collaborations, fresh perspectives 
and ground-breaking approaches.

That’s why the Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator, a joint 
initiative between Lloyd’s Register and the Lloyd’s Register 
Foundation, run in partnership with Plug and Play, is 

bringing together digital technology startups and industry 
to work together and test digital solutions to critical safety 
and risk challenges. We aim to make the world a safer 
place, by encouraging the growth of the safetytech industry 
and accelerating the adoption of digital technology for 
safety.

Digital innovation is rapidly transforming the world in which we live and work, 
bringing huge opportunities, but also great challenges.

Three reasons to get involved:

For industry partners:
1. Opportunity to focus digital innovation on key safety 

and risk challenges
2. Support for trialling new solutions in a de-risked 

environment with early adoption opportunities
3. Access to innovative new technologies and start ups

For startups: 
1. The ability to trial solutions in the real world with a 

leading industry player
2. Funding towards the costs of the trial
3. Industry specific specialist support from LR and its 

clients, as well as entrepreneurial support from Plug 
and Play

Visit www.lr.org/en/safety-accelerator

The opportunity: get involved with this innovative programme

What we do 
The Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator is a challenge-
based accelerator programme which solves some 
of safety and risk’s toughest challenges by creating, 
facilitating and guiding collaboration between innovative 
digital startups and industry.

How we do it
Each quarter, the Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator calls 
for applications from startups to help solve critical safety 
challenges set in conjunction with leading industry 
corporations.

Successful startups receive trial funding from the Safety 
Accelerator to pilot their solution with the industry 
challenge partner and receive access to domain 
expertise, mentoring and entrepreneurial support, to 
help bring their solutions to market.



Safety and risk: the challenges

Natural gas is transported, cooled and pressurised by 
specially designed Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) tankers, 
that hold a large quantity of pipes above deck. 
Hydrocarbons such a methane can leak from these 
pipes, via flanged connections, instrument take off, 
or pipe failure. It is challenging to detect these minor 
leaks because LNG tankers operate in high winds and 
moisture levels. However, failure to detect even minor 
leaks can result in risk to assets, personnel and the 
environment.

This challenge set in conjunction with Shell, one of 
the largest oil and gas companies in the world, sought 
innovative methods to detect these minor gas leaks 
onboard an LNG tanker, using sensor technologies or 
other approaches. The proposed detection solution 
was required to be safer, cost effective and to have 
capabilities to continuously monitor the entire cargo 
area. More specifically, the solution was required to 
detect leaks below the level a human can detect using 
sight or sensations, and potentially down to 0.4g/hr.

Early detection of gas 
leaks onboard a liquid 
Natural Gas (LNG) tanker.

We’ve collaborated with corporate challenge partners across a range of industries, 
including Energy, Marine, Infrastructure, Food and Supply Chains to tackle tough 
safety and risk challenges faced by these sectors.

Find out more about some of our previous Energy challenges and successful startups now piloting their technologies 
with our Challenge Partners: 

M Squared is an innovative 
award winning manufacturer 
of lasers and associated 
systems. MSL is vertically 
integrating into its core sectors 
of biophotonics, quantum 
technologies and industrial 
sensing, commercialising 
novel technology such as 
microscopes, gravimeters and 
standoff chemical sensors.

The successful  
start-up NeuroControls 

NeuroControls builds 360 scanners with uncooled LRIS (Long Range 
Infrared Sensor) to detect LNG Gas Leaks within 500m range. Multiple 
360 scanners will allow precise localisation of gas leak sources. These 
gas leak radar maps are communicated via overlays to the vessel 
information displays.

The finalists

Noiseless Acoustics 
Noiseless Acoustics develops predictive maintenance solutions that 
turn sound into value using advanced signal processing and machine 
learning. They literally make sound visible with the NL Camera, which is 
great for locating faulty components and medium-sized leaks. The NL 
Sense provides continuous monitoring of assets such as motors.

Zol Dynamics
Zol Dynamics is an R&D based ocean-tech startup serving the offshore 
and marine industry. They specialise in advanced engineering analysis 
of fluid dynamics. Their innovation is recognised by the National 
Research Council of Canada.

In conjunction with 
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In conjunction with 

Currently the process infrastructure builders and 
operators use to document work done on an asset is 
quite manual and retrospective, requiring a fitter to 
use a mobile device to take photographs of their daily 
work on a site, a case handler to review and spot check 
the reported photos and flag errors such as jobs left 
incomplete or not done correctly, and a worker to go 
out to “fix” the potentially hazardous errors. 

This challenge, set in conjunction with Infratek, 
a leading supplier of electrical grids, lighting and 
railways systems in the Nordic region, sought 
innovative proposals for solutions that can harness the 
capabilities of computer vision, artificial intelligence 
and machine learning to not only improve how quickly 
errors are spotted in work on infrastructure assets, but 
to go further to offer real-time detection and feedback 
to the worker prior to leaving site to ensure the job is 
done right the first time, and improve safety for the 
worker and third parties. 

AI-driven real-time  
error detection

Numberboost applies the 
use of machine learning 
to solve computer vision 
problems through custom 
interactive visualisations and 
data analytics. NumberBoost 
builds custom solutions using 
cutting-edge machine learning 
algorithms to solve a variety 
of real-world prediction and 
computer perception problems. 
NumberBoost has experience 
building custom interactive 
visualisations and handling 
massive datasets using high-
performance distributed 
computing technologies.

The finalists
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Smartvid.io
The Smartvid.io platform uses machine learning to help you gather, 
find and use your industrial photos and videos. At Smartvid.io they’re 
united by a common goal–building a photo and video management 
platform that leverages machine learning to solve industrial-grade 
problems. Smartvid.io’s vision is simple to explain but hard to do. 
To execute on this concept, they’ve convened an experienced team 
of enterprise software engineers, machine learning specialists, and 
account managers.

Cogniac
Cogniac enables enterprise customers to extract information from 
ever-increasing streams of video and image data. If you can see 
an item or condition of interest – even if it requires professional 
expertise – Cogniac’s system can automatically observe images and 
video and detect that item. Using modern advances in deep learning, 
Cogniac’s products achieve better-than-human performance at many 
highly-focused observation tasks.

The successful 
start-up



In conjunction with 

Leaks of hydrocarbons or gasses in complex industrial 
environments can have a profound impact on workers’ 
health and the environment but the current industry 
standard method to detect minor leaks is a static, 
costly and lengthy process.

This challenge, set in conjunction with the Norwegian 
state-owned gas transportation company Gassco, 
sought innovative new methods to enable crew to 
rapidly identify, quantify and respond to minor  
leaks, such as from tubing and valves, in complex 
industrial environments as part of the daily operation 
of the facility.

Detecting minor leaks 
in complex industrial 
environments

MultiSensor Scientific has 
developed an advanced 
imaging capability for 
detecting, visualising and 
quantifying methane leaks 
throughout the natural gas 
supply chain. By utilising 
unique, commercially available 
infrared detector materials, low-
cost electronics and an intuitive 
user interface, everyone from 
the wellhead to municipal 
utilities will be able to locate 
and measure leaks in real-time.

The successful 
start-up

eLichens
Designer of patented gas sensors and the first comprehensive air 
quality analysis and prediction platform, eLichens is a start-up 
with a mission to help individuals digitise their environment. The 
company relies on a portfolio of patents, know-how and skills 
which enable it to develop and market complete sensor and data 
services solutions to address the industrial, smart home, smart city 
and consumer markets.

The finalists

Rebellion Photonics
Founded in 2009 and headquartered in Houston, Rebellion 
Photonics offers the only system in the world that can both identify 
and quantify gas releases in real time. Rebellion’s Gas Cloud Imaging 
(GCI) product family utilises proprietary hyperspectral imaging 
technology with advanced detection algorithms to pinpoint the 
source and measure the volume and concentration of leaks.
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In conjunction with 

Oil and gas drilling infrastructures generally involve 
manual work, with calendar-based inspections and 
frequent scrutiny by workers to detect insecure 
objects and changes to the structural parts of a rig and 
equipment, to prevent falling objects.. 

This challenge, set in conjunction with international 
drilling, well service and engineering company Odfjell 
Drilling, sought innovative solutions using computer 
vision and image processing to analyse drilling sites’ 
existing closed-circuit camera network, to enable 
operators to detect significant changes to an oil drilling 
rig infrastructure, that could result in falling objects 
injuring workers and damaging the asset. 

Video detection to prevent 
falling objects

The Smartvid.io platform 
uses machine learning to help 
you gather, find and use your 
industrial photos and videos. 
At Smartvid.io they’re united 
by a common goal-building a 
photo and video management 
platform that leverages machine 
learning to solve industrial-
grade problems. Smartvid.io’s 
vision is simple to explain but 
hard to do. To execute on this 
concept, they’ve convened an 
experienced team of enterprise 
software engineers, machine 
learning specialists, and 
account managers.

The successful  
start-up

Cogniac 
Cogniac enables enterprise customers to extract information from 
ever-increasing streams of video and image data. If you can see 
an item or condition of interest – even if it requires professional 
expertise – Cogniac’s system can automatically observe images 
and video and detect that item. Using modern advances in 
deep learning, Cogniac’s products achieve better-than-human 
performance at many highly-focused observation tasks.

The finalists

InstaDeep
InstaDeep uses deep reinforcement learning to create AI systems 
that makes decision in industrial environments. InstaDeep delivers 
Artificial Intelligence products for the Enterprise. InstaDeep’s team 
harnesses the power of deep reinforcement learning to create AI 
systems that can make decisions in real-life industrial environments. 
By combining the skills of AI researchers, ML engineers, Hardware and 
Visualisation experts, InstaDeep builds end-to-end products that can 
tackle the most challenging optimisation and automation challenges.
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1. Application: Startups will submit their application via the 
Plug and Play website.

2. Top selection list: A list of the top selected startups are 
chosen from the overall application pool for consideration, 
by the judging committee of Plug and Play, the Lloyd’s 
Register Safety Accelerator and the challenge partner. From 
here, we will select the final startups who will participate at 
the Innovation Day.

3. Review call: If you are chosen from the top selection  
list, at this stage we will schedule a call to clarify any 
remaining questions and to ensure technology fit/
suitability for the challenge. 

4. Innovation day participation: The top three startups for the 
challenge will be selected to participate in an Innovation 

The startup journey: what’s involved?

Day, at which finalists are invited to a live pitch and Q&A 
with a panel of judges. We brief startups on the challenge 
and the corporate challenge partner, and provide guidance 
for the presentation. Startups will pitch to the broader 
group and then break off into a deep dive session for the 
particular challenge. 

 Successful startups will receive trial funding from the 
Safety Accelerator to pilot their solution with the corporate 
challenge partner and receive access to domain expertise, 
as well as mentoring and entrepreneurial support, to help 
bring their solutions to market.

Startups applying to solve a challenge will enter the Plug and Play 
selection process, as follows:

The industry partner journey: what’s involved?

The Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator seeks leading 
industry partners who are keen to test and push boundaries 
within their business through digital innovation, to solve 
significant safety and risk challenges.

The Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator aims to de-risk 
innovation and enable you to collaboratively trial new 
digital solutions to your safety and risk challenges. As a 
partner of the Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator, you have 
the opportunity to help define and set a safety and risk 
innovation challenge and work with the winning technology 
company, to trial their proposed solution.

Benefits:
• Test and push boundaries within your business  

through digital innovation, collaboratively trialling new 
digital solutions. 

• Together we explore your Safety and Risk innovation 
challenges and help define a challenge to solve, that will 
benefit you and your industry.

• We then engage the global digital technology community, 
to solve the defined challenge.

• You participate in selecting the pitching startup with the 
best solution. 

• Together with the successful technology company, we 
create a detailed pilot plan.

• The Safety Accelerator programme funds the startup, to 
run the pilot with you.

• You collaborate with and support the pilot (access to 
data, assets, trial environment, management time).

• Programme will introduce you to smaller innovative 
companies, that may not be in your ‘everyday’  
supply chain. 

• As the successful technology company receives trial 
funding through the Safety Accelerator, your only costs 
are time and effort to run the trial.

• You have the opportunity to solve a safety and risk 
challenge, that preoccupies you and your industry.

• Together we create a business case for operationalising 
the solution.

How an industry corporate can collaborate with the programme:

Visit www.lr.org/en/safety-accelerator



Find out more
Sign up for our programme 
updates here: 
www.lr.org/en/safety-accelerator

Follow us on Twitter:  
@lloydsregister 
@lr_foundation

Lloyd’s Register is a trading name of  
Lloyd’s Register Group Limited and its  
subsidiaries. For further details please  
see www.lr.org/entities 
© Lloyd’s Register Group Limited 2019

Lloyd’s Register Group Limited
71 Fenchurch Street 
London EC3M 4BS
United Kingdom
T +44 (0)20 7709 9166
F +44 (0)20 7423 2258

Become a challenge partner
The Lloyd’s Register Safety Accelerator seeks leading industry 
partners who are keen to test and push boundaries within their 
business through digital innovation, to solve significant safety 
and risk challenges.

Become a digital innovator
Programme is welcoming applications from innovative startups 
with ground-breaking solutions, capable of solving critical safety 
and risk Challenges in harsh environments.

Get in touch 
For more information about the programme, including previous 
and ongoing safety and risk challenges, please visit:  
lr.org/en/innovation/safety-accelerator


